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AeroComm has signed a new distribution agreement with a proven leader in RF and Microwave 
Distribution, Mouser Electronics. The national distributor will offer AeroComm's comprehensive 
product line of ready-to-integrate 2.4GHz and 900MHz spread spectrum RF transceivers to 
OEMs and consumers in North America. 
 
AeroComm transceiver modules and complete serial wireless devices are ideally suited for 
both industrial and commercial OEMs. Typical applications include vending machines, 
automated meter reading, gaming, electronic signs and scoreboards, wheel alignment, pool 
and spa control, point of sale, fleet management, lighting control and security. (Visit 
Applications for a full list of both industrial and commercial uses of 2.4GHz and 900MHz FHSS 
RF).  
 
"AeroComm provides instant wireless RF solutions-giving OEMs a fast and easy way to 
incorporate wireless into their products," said John Eckart, AeroComm's Vice President of 
Sales. "By teaming up with Mouser, a clear leader in RF & Microwave component distribution 
and world-class supply-chain management, we will be able to respond more quickly and 
competitively to our customers in this dynamic market. Mouser will put AeroComm products at 
the fingertips of literally thousands of design engineers looking for wireless solutions." 
 
"Partnering with AeroComm allows us to serve a broad variety of wireless customers: those 
who need next generation solutions, and those who need wireless capability but may not have 
the resources or desire to develop it internally," said Brad Taylor, Director of Mouser's Active 
Products Marketing Division. "Mouser is committed to providing customers with agency-
approved RF solutions that include ready-to-use RF modules, software and integration 
support. Together, our two companies expect to improve customers' RF experience by 
simplifying development, speeding time-to-market, increasing design confidence and lowering 
cost."  

About AeroComm 
 
AeroComm provides complete, affordable RF solutions for a myriad of industrial and commercial 
applications. Its robust proprietary technology, manufacturing and testing guarantee reliable 
communication, while lower frequencies and fewer parts allow for reduced prices. The company stands 
behind its motto of "Instant Wireless"—a commitment to facilitate fast and easy RF integration. Its 
comprehensive development tools and personal engineering support help OEMs reduce R&D schedules, 
expenses and uncertainties while accelerating time to market.  

About Mouser Electronics 
 
Mouser Electronics is one of the thirty largest suppliers and authorized distributors of electronic 
components in North America. The company's product lines include semiconductors, passives, 
interconnects, electromechanical, power sources, and specialty products. From its new state-of-the art 
170,000 square-foot facility orders are shipped same-day from 7am-8pm CST. Mouser's web site makes it 
easier for customers with on-line ordering, bill of material tools, data sheets, and online catalog browsing. 

 


